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Compounds outshine Si 
I The compound semiconductor community can afford to be in buoyant mood with all the indicators pointing 
continued strong growth throughout 1999. 
I 
ndeed,  speakers  at the recent  'Compound Semi- 
conductor  Outlook' (see next issue for full report) 
conf ident ly  spoke  of  market  g rowth  of  10-40% 
across a broad range of materials and applications. 
Such encouraging numbers are also to be found in 
the pages of this month's  III-Vs Rev iew.  These range 
from the growth prospects of markets such as visible 
LEDs, forecast by Strategies Unlimited to average 10.4% 
through to 2003 (page 17), to the prospects of individual 
compan ies ,  such  as MOCVD equ ipment  maker  
AIXTRON's prediction of 30% growth in 1999. 
Compare such prospects  to the beleagured main- 
stream silicon industry. As the new century approaches, 
the global semiconductor industry is continuing to expe- 
rience one of the most difficult periods in its 40-year his- 
tory.According to a recent report from Reed Electronics 
Research (London, UK) the total merchant semiconductor 
market in 1998 is estimated to have been worth some 
US$125.8 billion, more than 8% lower than in 1997.The 
expected recovery in the DRAM market for 1998 failed to 
materialize and continuing pressure on prices and over- 
capacity were the major factor in the estimated 33% de- 
c l ine in DRAM market  value. Indeed,  accord ing  to 
Semiconductor  99  - a P ro f i le  o f  the Wor ldwi  
Semiconductor  Industry ,  GaAs ICs was one of onb 
handful of sectors to have grown during 1998. 
Of  course ,  a s t rong  cont r ibutor  to the curre  
strength of the compound semiconductor sector is t 
innovation and development that the industry contint 
to display - factors that will be critical to its continu 
success.This i sue highlights the progress being made 
an important application area for the industry, that of t 
final frontier of space. Roy Szweda provides an overvic 
of  deve lopments  in this area (pages 20-25), wh  
Spectolab (pages 32-33) and the University of Housto: 
Space Vacuum Epitaxy Center (pages 26-31) highli~ 
their latest activities. These articles highlight not ot 
the progress that the industry has made, but also its 
ture challenges, competitors and opportunities. 
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